Yokosuka area information
Overview
Yokosuka city occupies the main part of the Miura Peninsula, surrounded by Tokyo Bay on
the east side and Sagami Bay on the west side. On the Tokyo Bay side, there are many factories
of large companies such as Nissan Motor and Sumitomo Heavy Industry, while Sagami Bay side
has expanded farms producing vegetables such as radish, pumpkin and cabbage. There are
many small fishing ports on the peninsula and coastal fishery is thriving. On holidays, it is crowded
with people who enjoy hiking and cycling low mountains and coastlines. The population of
Yokosuka city is about 410,000. It is about 1 hour by train to central Tokyo, and it functions as a
satellite city in the greater metropolitan area. From a geological point of view, the Miura Peninsula
is a very young orogenic belt consisting of the strata of the Tertiary, and you can see interesting
geological structure on the coast in the southwestern part. There is a plate boundary in Sagami
Bay, which passes through the vicinity of Mt. Fuji and connects to the Sea of Japan. A big
earthquake of M 7.9 occurred at Sagami Bay in 1923 and destroyed Tokyo city.
The image of Yokosuka city from the general public seems to be the city of military port. The
existence of the US Navy Yokosuka Base and the Maritime Self Defense Force Base, serving the
nuclear aircraft carrier Ronald Reagan, Aegis and Submarine fleets, makes Yokosuka distinct
from other cities. Although it is not known to many citizens, Yokosuka and its surroundings has
played a very important role in terms of diplomacy and industrial modernization in the history of
Japan.
Major universities and research institutes in this area are as follows.
・Yokohama City University
・Kanto Gakuin University
・Kanagawa Dental University

・Kanagawa University of Human Services
・National Defense Academy
・Graduate University for Advanced Studies
・Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry
・Yokosuka Research Park for Information and Communication Technology
・Port and Airport Research Institute
・JAMSTEC
Sister cities of Yokosuka are as follows；
・Corpus Christi
・Brest

/ France

・Fremantle
・Medway

Texas/USA

/ Australia
Kent/UK

Brief History of this area
It is said that Japan was unified as a state around the third century. In a myth about the
process of unification, Prince Yamato-Takeru, who was on a mission to northeastern Japan, tried
to cross Uraga Strait from Cape Kannonzaki over to Boso Peninsula. The sea was rough under
an indigenous magic spell. The prince had to stay in Cape Kannonzaki for a long time. Princess
Oto-tachibana in grief, threw herself into the sea to break the magic spell. This myth indicates that
Uraga Strait in ancient times played an important role in maritime affairs and that it had a major
influence on the unification of northeastern Japan. There is a shrine in Cape Kannonzaki,
dedicated to Prince Yamato-Takeru and Princess Oto-tachibana cherished by locals.

After unification, the country was governed by the Emperor and nobility for a long time, and
capitals were built around Nara, Kyoto and Osaka. Yoritomo founded the Kamakura Shogunate
in 1185, which was the first time samurai held political and military power and opened its capital
city in eastern Japan. Kamakura, centered on Zen culture can be described as simple, vital and
realistic. There was a powerful, prosperous family on the Miura Peninsula supporting Yoritomo at
the time. The shogunate continued for 150 years until the regime’s capital returned to Kyoto. The
vicinity of the Miura Peninsula returned to be quiet rural areas and fishing villages.
In 1603, Ieyasu Tokugawa set up the Tokugawa Shogunate in Edo, the old name for Tokyo.
This shogunate kept the country stable for 250 years, the longest period in the history of Japan.
Ieyasu, the founder, is still regarded as one of the greatest figures in Japan. Ieyasu had two
European advisors on diplomacy and western technology. William Adams, a British from Medway,

also known as Miura Anjin, is the model of the main character in the movie “Shogun”, played by
Richard Chamberlain. The other is a Dutch named Jan Joosten van Loodensteyn. The two men
came to the Far East by taking a Dutch ship named De Liefde. The ship was shipwrecked and
destroyed by a storm in 1600 on the coast of western Japan. Of the 110 crew members, 21 people
were rescued. Since Ieyasu was interested in trade with European countries and their
technologies, he gave them hospitality, and also houses and land. An area in the east side of
Tokyo Station is named after the Dutch’s mansion. The British was given a large piece of land in
Yokosuka and lived with his Japanese wife. The couple's grave is located on a small mountain,
about 2 km west of the Mercure Hotel. Anjin-zuka station (Keikyu line) is named after their
monument which is located in the neighborhood. The great Ieyasu died in 1616 and his son
Hidetada succeeded the shogunate. He was afraid that Japan would become subject to colonial
competition among European countries, and took a policy of isolation. For about 240 years, Japan
limited its contact with foreign countries to Nagasaki, and China and the Netherlands were its only
trading partners. It was peaceful but a bit boring era.
The peaceful era suddenly came to an end in 1853. It was caused by the so-called Perry
Expedition. Commodore Matthew C. Perry of the US Navy had reached Uraga near Cape
Kannonzaki with four battleships, including two steam-powered ships, and pressed the Tokugawa
Shogunate to open the nation. The United States expected Japan, the only country which at the
time European countries have not approached, to function as a supply base for whaling fleets and
to become the base of trade in the Far East. A temporary conference facility was built on the
sandy beach of Kurihama near Uraga where Perry handed over official document from President
Fillmore to the representative of the Shogunate. Opposition forces disapproved and accused the
Shogunate for permitting the opening but it carried out, and this incident eventually caused the
Shogunate to lose authority and be extinct.

Commodore Perry’s four battle ships off Uraga and their Kurihama landing

In order to overcome this difficult situation, the Shogunate promoted the opening policy by
selecting many young and competent talent to important positions and allowing many young
people to study abroad in Europe and the United States. As part of the policy, 33-year-old
Tadamasa Oguri was selected. He accompanied the Shogunate‘s delegation and visited the US
and Europe in 1860. Immediately after returning home, he was appointed to the Minister of
Foreign Affairs. Two years later, he became Minister of Finance and was in charge of rebuilding
the Shogunate's finances. Oguri who witnessed the West first hand was determined that setting
up of modern industry is the key to enriching the country and that construction of steelworks was
the first step to be taken. First he sought support of the US for his plan. However, it was refused
on the grounds that the US was in the middle of the Civil War. After that Oguri made similar
requests to the French ambassador Leon Roches. Numerous requests were made to the French
ambassador from both the Shogunate side and its opposition. Finally, Roche decided to support
the Shogunate side from his impression of Oguri through their discussions. He promised to call a
French engineering team to Japan for making a concrete plan. Then in 1865, Francois Leonce
Verny came to Japan as a member of the team. Verny who graduated from École Polytechnique
was 28 years old at that time. Oguri approved Verny’s plans that included the development of
steelworks, shipyards, related parts factories and water supply infrastructure, engineering training
schools, lighthouses, etc. Oguri selected Yokosuka as the construction site for the modern
industrial complex.

As the power of opposition forces became stronger, the Shogunate finally returned the
administration to the Emperor. It is the so-called Meiji Restoration in 1868. During this turmoil,
Oguri was killed by the Emperor’s Army merely because he was senior official of the Shogunate.
Oguri did not live to see the completion of the first modern industrial complex in Asia. The new
government officials quickly recognized the importance of the Yokosuka Program and started to
make modern industrial cities in various places in Japan using the Yokosuka Program as a model.
Verny returned home in 1876 after seeing the completion of the two ships constructed at the
shipyard. The most influential leader of the new
government later appreciated Oguri as the father of
modernization

in

Japan

and

Yokosuka

was

recognized as the birthplace of modern industries in
Japan. The Verny Park located just in front of the
Mercure Hotel was named after him. The busts of
Verny and Oguri are standing side by side in the park.
The busts of Verny (left) and Oguri (right)

The headquarters of JAMSTEC is located in Oppama area in the northeastern part of
Yokosuka. The area was once a large shallow bay and had several small islands. It was a scenic
spot and a sightseeing spot where many wealthy class and politicians had villas built. Hirofumi
Ito, the first Prime Minister of the Imperial Japan, had a villa at the foot of Natsushima Island
where he made the original draft of Japan's first Constitution promulgated in 1889. The monument
remains in that place.

Paintings depicting the landscape of Oppama area

The monument; original drafting

by famous Ukiyoe artist Utagawa Hiroshige in 1836.

place of Meiji Constitution

Natsushima is the second island from the left.

International turmoil from the end of the 19th century to the first half of the 20th century did
not allow Yokosuka city to develop into a modern industrial city. Yokosuka industry complex had
changed into a military complex centered on the functions of the Imperial Navy's headquarters
and the military arsenal factories. At the time of World War I, the scenic Oppama area was
landfilled and the Navy Air Force's airfield and pilot training school of fighter aircraft were built.
Many fortification facilities were built in Yokosuka and its surroundings to defend Tokyo and its
military base Yokosuka. And the Second World War began and ended in Japan's defeat.
The damage caused by massive air raid in the Yokosuka area was not serious. The US Navy
entered Yokosuka and took over the large naval base and related military facilities immediately
after the war. Most of the land and facilities were returned from the United States to Japan by the
end of the 1950s. The Japanese government utilized them to promote private industry in the
postwar reconstruction. Nissan Motor and its affiliated companies built their factories in the airfield
area of Oppama. Private shipyards also advanced. Many engineers previously working at military
arsenal moved to private companies. The transition led Japan's high economic growth in the
1960s. The base of the former Japanese Imperial Navy and its arsenal facilities are currently used
as the bases of the 7th Fleet of the US Navy and the Maritime Self Defense Force of Japan,
reorganized after the war. The presence of the US Naval Base in Yokosuka led a variety of
American culture such as jazz, fashion and food to become known throughout Japan. The area

around the base to this date is filled with an exotic atmosphere. Yokosuka is not well recognized
as the birthplace of modern industry in Japan nor for its important role in the postwar
reconstruction. This may be due to the general public’s reluctance to discuss military affairs.
The headquarters of JAMSTEC was built in 1971 in a small state-owned land in the Oppama
area. Private companies were hesitant to acquire this piece of land because it was not easily
accessible.

Yokosuka Photo Tour
Shioiri area
・Mercure Yokosuka
Main IRSO meeting and accommodation place.
Located just in front of Shioiri Station (Keikyu).

・Shoppers Plaza Yokosuka
Shopping mall with supermarket and entertainment
area(movies, bowling), right in front of Mercure
Yokosuka.

・Verny Park
Park by the sea adopting the French style rose
garden. There is a boardwalk and benches are
placed along the sea. You can see the naval facilities
of the US Navy and Maritime Self Defense Force of
Japan. Three dry docks opposite the bank from the
boardwalk are those built by Verny and Japanese
engineers who graduated from the engineering
training school. These docks are still in use.
Verny

Commemorative

Museum

showing

his

achievement is located at the northern end of the
park. Steam hammer introduced by Verny to
Yokosuka Steelworks is displayed in the museum. It
was made in the Netherlands in 1865 and was used
until 1996.

・Dobuita Street
A shopping area along a street parallel to the main street in front of the US Naval Base gate.
Souvenir shops, portrait shops, bars and restaurants, tailor shops are lined with distinctive
atmosphere of American and Japanese culture.

・Tsukayama Park
Tsukayama Park, known for its cherry blossoms is located about 2 km northwest of the Shioiri
district on a small mountain with an altitude of 133 m. William Adams, a British also known
by his Japanese’s name, Miura Anjin, shares a grave
near the summit with his Japanese wife. Miura Anjin
Festival is held on April 8th every year to honor his
achievements. The British Ambassador, Ambassador
of the Netherlands, Minister of Foreign Affairs, mayor
of sister city Medway, are among the regularly invited
guests.
・Shioiri Station (Keikyu Line)
The closest railway station to Mercure Yokosuka. The Keikyu Line directly connects to
Yokohama, Haneda Airport and Shinagawa.

More information about Keikyu Railway;
http://www.haneda-tokyo-access.com/en/

・Yokosuka Station (JR)
S JR-East, East Japan Railway
This line directly connects to Kamakura and
Yokohama.
More information on JR; http://www.jreast.co.jp/e/
More information on Kamakura;
http://en.kamakura-info.jp/

Yokosuka Central Area
・Downtown Yokosuka
Fifteen minutes on foot from Mercure Yokosuka to the center of downtown.

・Mikasa Park
Seaside park with the Commemorative Ship Mikasa and a dynamic fountain system that
moves to the rhythm of music, resembling a dancer dancing with music. Mikasa is a predreadnought battleship built for the Imperial Japanese Navy in the late 1890s by British heavy
industry manufacturer Vickers. In 1905, she participated in the Battle of Tsushima as a
flagship of the Imperial Japanese Navy led by Admiral Togo against the Baltic Fleet led by
Admiral Rozhestvenski in the Russo-Japanese War. Currently she is fixed to the wharf and
is open to the public as a museum.

・Central Park with City Museum
Central Park is on a hill 15 minutes on foot from Yokosuka Chuo Station. From there you can
enjoy a magnificent view of the center and the port of Yokosuka. If the weather is nice, you
can see Yokohama, Tokyo and Boso Peninsula far in the distance. Inside the park is the
Yokosuka City Museum, which displays materials related to nature, history and folklore of
Yokosuka and the Miura Peninsula.

・Yokosuka Chuo (central) Station (Keikyu)
The business and downtown area of Yokosuka
stretches to the sea side of this station. There
is a shopping mall directly connected to the
back of the station.

Cape Kannonzaki Area

・Kannonzaki Prefectural Park, Lighthouse and Tokyo MARTIS
A prefectural park where you can enjoy hiking in the laurel forests. Remains of the fortress
which protected the entrance of Tokyo Bay can be seen.
The Kannonzaki Lighthouse, the oldest western style lighthouse in Japan first lit in 1869, was
designed by Verny who built the Yokosuka
steelworks. Reconstruction was completed in
March 1923, but it collapsed following the Great
Kanto Earthquake six months later. The current
lighthouse was lit in 1925 for the third time.
Tokyo Bay Vessel Traffic Service Center (Tokyo
MARTIS) supports the safety of 500 large
vessels per day passing through Uraga Strait
from here.

・Kannonzaki Keikyu Hotel ＆ Yokosuka Museum of Art
The official reception of the IRSO conference will be held in the evening of October 19 at this
resort hotel. From the boardwalk around this hotel you can enjoy the sedimentary rocky

coast and many ships passing through the Uraga Strait. Yokosuka Museum of Art is in the
immediate neighborhood of the hotel.

・Hashirimizu Shrine
Ten minutes on foot from the Kannonzaki Keikyu
Hotel. Prince Yamato Takeru and Princess Ototachibana are enshrined in this shrine. The
inside of this shrine's compartment is always
kept clean by the local people. This shrine has
become a tourist attraction lately as a place that
gives visitors special power.

・National Defense Academy of Japan
National Defense Academy of Japan was
established in 1952 and is located on the
plateau of Cape Kanonzaki. About 2,000 SDF
executive candidates are trained here.

Uraga Area
During the Edo era, Uraga was the most prosperous town in the Miura Peninsula. The
location was significant in maritime traffic connecting Edo and Osaka. Admiral Perry's fleet
suddenly appeared offshore of this small bay in the summer of 1853.

・Kurihama Area
Perry Park

A monument has been set up to
commemorate the place where Perry
landed in Japan for the first time. Material
on the Perry’s Expedition is displayed in
the memorial hall. Perry Festival is held
annually on a weekend in July, the month
he landed, celebrated with costume
parade and large scale fireworks.

